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REWETTIWG OF A HOT SURFACE

T.S. Thompson
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River, Ontario, Canada

Abs t ' a d

The rewetcing of a hot cladii'.ng surface following various anomalous nuclear reac.or oper-
ating situations is governed by two-dimensional conduction in the cladding wall. A cor-
relation in tlia form of the approximate analytical solution to the two-dimensional con-
duction problem is suitable for predicting the rewetting velocity, i.e. 1/v = p c ( T 2 - T c ) /
v>eff- The physical basis of this equation is explained and arguments are presented
based on more enact analysis as to why wall thickness, wall thermal conductivity, rod
diameter, heat: generation rate, and coolant Flow ra'.e are not included.

NOMENCLATURE

c specific heat, j/kg.K
G muss velocity, kg/ra'.s
h heat-transfer coefficient, kW/m 2.K
k thermal conductivity, W/m.K
P pressure., MN/ni2

q volumetric heat generation, W/ni3

R parameter of the wet-side heat-
tvansfer coefficient, W / m 2 . K **

r radial co-ordinate, m
T temperature, K
t time, a
ATsub coolant subcooling Tsat--Tf, K
v revetting velocity, m/s
z axial co-ordinate, m
2 axial co-ordinate moving with inter-

face I = z-vt, ra
ij) heat Clux, W/m 2, MW/m2

p density, k-g/m
a rrxl radius, m
Subscripts
c sputtering
e £ f effective . ,,.
D downstream
1 fluid
2 surface ot wall a short distance

downstream of the rewetting front
• sat saturation
w wall

INTRODUCTION

Anomalous operation of nuclear reactors may
le'id; to a deterioration of the heat-trans-
fer process through a loss o£ direct con-
tact between the liquid coolant and the
cladding surface. Rewetting is the rees-
tablishmtrit of liquid contact with a hot
cladding surface, and the return to accept-
able operatin'g temperatures.

In ganera-l It may be stated Chat rewetting
occurs once the surface tsrr.p&ratute is re-
duced below a certain value. This temper-
ature is referred to variously as the
Li: Ldenftrost, calafaction, or sputtering
temperature. Rewetting may occur spon-
taneously duff to an oscillating liquid-
vantriir interlace collapsing onto the sur-
<"ai:e, or it may occur by an axlal-conduc-
tii'm-controllaci advancing revetting front.
Ttii! latter mechanism is considered by most

researchers to be more applicable to con-
ditions of interest for nuclear reactors.

Semeria and Martinet [lj were the first to
postulate that the phenomenon governing
the resorption of a hot surface was the
conduction of heat from the dry to the wet
area. Early British analytical work [2j
on rewetting by a falling liquid film,car-
ried out in the framework of -he spray
emergency cooling program,suggested that
the important effects were very localized.
The predictions were that the rewetting
rate is not very sensitive to changes in
clad thickness or thermal conductivity,
and that the product pev tends to remain
constant. An exponential decay of heaL
flux in the wet region was assumed and it
was noted that predicted heat fluxes were

2of the order 3-30 MW/m2 Later work car-
ried out in Ja; an [3] and Britain [4],
assuming a constant heat-transfer coeffi-
cient in the wet region, supported th<"=e
predictions. Thompson [5] assumed the
heat-transfer coefficient to be a function
of the local wall temperature in excess of
saturation in view of the observed violent
nucleate boiling at the leading edge of
the rewetting front [6], and later extended
this work [7] to explain in detail the
effects of wall thickness, thermal conduc-
tivity, volumetric heat capacity, and
power generation on rewetting rate.

Recently it has been recognized that the
physical processes governing rewetting
during flooding and by falling liquid
films are the same [4,8].

It is the purpose of this paper to suggest
correlations or simple, computational tools,
based on the current understanding of the
rewetting process, for predicting the
revetting rate in various anomalous
reactor operating situations.

REWETTIBG BY A FALLING LIQUID FILM

For the case of rewetting by a liquid iilm
failing on a surface.in an unrestricted
environment, it has been shown [6,9,10,11]
that the rewetting front moves at a con-
stant velocity.
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T h u s r.he e n e r g y b a l a n c e f o r a n e l e m e n t a l
w a l l s e c t i o n i n c y l i n d r i c a l c o - o r d i n a t e s , r \ PRESSURE
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can be reduced Co
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by assigning a set of co-ordinates T and Z ,
which move with the revetting front i.e.,
Z ° z - v t .

Voshioka and Hasegawa [3] and DJ fey and
I'orttiouse [4] assumed a constar. h 1; a t -
transfer coefficient in the u >- c re y, ion,
whereas Thompson [5j made the more realis-
tic assumption 1'at it was a function of
the local wall t e»,'e vat uctf in excess f
saturation, i.e., h •- R ( T w " T 3 a t ;

J . The
cubic relation was assumed valid up to the
sputtering temperature, and 'hereafter the:
heat-transfer coefficient was assumed to
be zero. The energy equations were solved
numerically and the magnitude or the heat-
transfer coefficient in the vicinity of
the advancing interface was evaluated by
analysing, data froa Harwell 19]. The
heat-transfer coefficient at the solid-
liquid- v<-Dour interface was computed to be
of the order of 600 kK/si2.(C, falling by an
order of magnitude in less than 2.5 mm..
The maximum predicted heat fluxes
(60 MW/m 2) are consistent with values
measured by uther researchers studying,
transient boiling phenomena. The: parameter
R and hence the maximum heat flux was founrj
to increar.i with decreasing rewetting
velocity (Fig. 1) due to increasing axial
and radial temperature gradients.

Extension of this analysis [7] yielded the
conclusions that

(1) only a certain wall thickness Lakes
part in the rewetting proceiss. Ihis
critical thickness depends an chermai
conductivity, dry-region surface tem-
perature, and ambient pressure, how-
evtr, for practical purposes the
critical- tliickncs ca.i be considered
to be about 0.5 mm fcr- r&w«tt .fig in a
steam environment in the presume
range 0,^9-6.9 MN/m2 when the dry-
region tempeiature is 150-300K above
the appropriate saturation value.

(2) thermal conductivity 1B im.portanr. only
if the- wall thickness is. less than the
critical thickness. . • . .

(3) the product ocv is a constant and
hence ZircaAoy, reweta at::i:wiue the
rate of stainless steel and Inconel
(materials o.ommonly used tn uraetgency
cooling studies).

(4) the type of heat generation- (indirec.c
or direct) doss not affect rewetting
-for practical sheath fchicluiqspes and
• in. fact the reua-ttini; jrate Js nearly
independsnt of hear ijeneratjon rate
-.when it is less than 1 1
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FIG. 1 VARIATION IN R WITH REWETTING
VELOCITY-PRESSURE AS A
PARAMETER.

(5) the increase in rewetti,ng rate with
pressure is due to :ati incrf ase in
sputtering temperature, not-due to an
increase in heat flux in the vicinity
of the interface. '. •

(60 the rewetting rate is independent of
coaling water flow rate when the en-
vironment is steam and the pressure
greater than atmospheric provided
account is taken of preeooling,-

(7) the predictions of the model ate con-
sistent with existing experimental
data [9,12,13] obtained at high
pressure.

The most significant deduction frrfm;'this.
work is that the rawetting. of a fuel
element by a falUno liquid film in a high
pressure enVxconmen t le governed QITPOS
entirely by clad thermal diffusivit1' whetl
the clad surface temperature is less than
800 K. In view of the long time constant
of the fuel, it is likely that clatt ptoV-
erties dominate at even hifcher tempera-
tures, i

AlLhough the model affords a means of % r
understanding tlx's effoekB of certain1' p'ara-
meters, the numerical solution of \iihe gov-
erning equations dops not provide an expli-
cit expression for the icuetfcfng velocity.
Puffey and Potthousa {A I ̂ cjatived the *f ol- t

lowing uppTaxistate BOlutioli to efre two"-- '
dimensional conduction pxobtam with tne •> '
assumption at a constant haat-transfex
coefficient drr tile wet -side

d- T

2h
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Kfictsntly Blair [14] Jeriv-sd an exact
asymptotic solution to the problem

A + Ti'k
v 4p 2h ( 4 )

For practical purposed, the second Serin
on the left-hand side csn he ignored.

The expression 1B useful because its form
can be used for correlation purposes, y<e
have Ifound Chat

pe(T, -

''eff

pc(T2 - T c )

1.34 ;t 107
<.'•)

predicts liquid-film re.wctting data ob-
tained at high pressure [9,12,13] within
the experimental error. The data in<:ludfi
rewetKing rates for T.iconel, stainless
steel, and Zircaloy obtained in the
parametric range

0.3 5 < P < 6.9 MH/m2

Tj - Tsat < 500Kit 20 <
53 < G < 212"kg/m2.s
0 <. 4> < 0.1 MW/m2

The sputtering temperatures, T-c> for
various pressures are [9]

c (K)

412
532
564
594
630
665

.8

.3

.4

.4

0. 35
0.69
1.38
2.07
3.4b
6.9

It .Is le-isonabl? tc argue that pcv(Tj-Tc/

and ^ e f £ ais respectively the axial heat
flux from the Jry to wet region and the
radial beat TIUJI in the wet region relev-
ant to tne revetting, process. The v^ilue
of <j>ef« j.n aq. 5 is simply the mean value
of pev<l2-Tc) for the Haiwsll data [9].

DRYOtrT AHB RECOVERY FROM DRYOUT

Dtyout fornost coudirlotis of interest in
,i nuclear reactoi is determined a\ the
fcydrodyji attics of DIP channel, however
recovery from dtryout will be fcherimlly
controlled wit,ht » certain hydrodynaaia
ccndltion"o£v cb,e channel a necetsary but
not suf jEi.ci.e1t 'condition for rccoveti*.
That is, a reverse C"riP coi-rel&.ticm is nxit
expected1' to predict the rewetfciag rat;a.

Agrcei^ent writ) foetid fcetVcen tha Harwell
experiiients '{9] i\n which a 12. V mm 01) &y
1,6 TO8 vhjck tube W3S cooled externally
ir, a 0.]27;i3"lE attsaure. chamber, and tU«-
experiirenLj, of Elliott and Rose [12} i.i '
which a 15.9 sia 0D by 1.27 Eta thick tube
WSS~¥ao felj t«t"efnal 1 y vTiiin precoolii!f was
'accounted i'f<?r. Thfc intLpr experilnenr
clpsely simala£s4 ,-ai tacovery ECOEI dryoiit

situation except that the mass flow
(53-212 kg/m2^) and heat flux range
(0-0.1 HW/m2) are lower than typic'al
recovery from dryout conditions. On the
basis of this agreememt, it is reasonable
to assume that recovery from dryo'ut is
9Zial-conduction controlled.

ais shows that B limiting condition
exists, hydrodynamic conditions satisfied,
vhen the heat generation rate is such that
the rewetting front cannot propagate, i.e.
v = 0. Eq. 2 »as solved wit*, boundary
,-onditions appropriate to uniform heat
generation ir the wall, and the heat flux
required to thermally stabilize the rewet-
ting front was' computed. The phenomenolo-
gicel map for the case of the wall melting
point 1250K above the saturation tempera-
ture \s shown in Fig. 2. The value of the
{.aramet^r E used in the analysis was
obtained by extrapolating the best-fit
line of the data in f^g. 1 to v = 0.
Interestingly, the (j> vs. li£, relacionship
for v = 0 is unique for all pressures in
the range 0.69-6.9 MN/ra2. Altnough this
curve was de-rived for uniform heat genera-
tion in a 1.6 mm thick by 12.7 mm OD tube,
the result is not very sensitive to
changes in wall thickness or rod radius.
Furthermore the result is also applicable
to indixect heating.

At heat flux levels somewhat lower than
this li.mi'.ting or critical value, the re-
wetting rate becomes nearly independent of
the individual values of <t and hj) for a
given downstream temperature difference
T 2-T s a t (ex. <f = 2.5 MW/m2 decreases re-
wetting rate by 12% compared to no flux
when l_,-'i-^ = 28810 and Eq. 5 can be used
to predict the rewetting rate.

REWETTING

*RF.m-T OR HEtt

i . J.
2 4 6 8 10 12 !4 16

DRY-SIDE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

FIG. 2 PHE'toJMENDlOGICALHAP"
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REMITTING PUKING FLOODING

Esf<[iment5 [81 on bottom flooding of an
18-rod bundle have shown chat the pre-
revetting heat-transfer coefficient is
significant, especially in the transition
and lilm-boiling annular-flow regime.
This makes prediction of the temperature
,it Lhe tewettinj front and a short dis-
tance downstream of the rewetcing front
difficult.

In the case of a falling liquid film,
there Is an abrupt change from nucleate to
film boiling al the sputtering temperature:.
This la facilitated by the lack of rest-
raint on Che liquid being blown off Che
rod by vapour generation. In the case of
flooding, the sputtering phenomenon will
be modified by Che presence of the li-uid
core and a transition boiling region will
exist between nucleate and film boiling.
Hence the sputtering, temperature during
flooding is probably related to the change
from filK to transition boiling

Ic is generally agreed lB,15, 16, 17] that
Che revetting race increases with increa-
sing coolant subcooling and flooding rate,
and decreasing power generation. In the
previous sections it has been seen that
power generation and coolant flow rate do
not strongly affect wet-side heat-transfer
during revetting. Thus these parameters
must manifest themselves in the heat-
cransfer regimes downstieam of the rewet-
ting front. It is concluded from our data
that increased coolant subcooling shifts
the sputtering temperature to higher

500 r FLOW COOLANT INLET TEMP.

400

300

200

1Q0

- A 122

(Kg/m^s) (K)
a 30.5
+ 61
o 122

x 183

345
345
345 a

345
a a /

400 500

.TV- AT

Eq. 6

sub

FIG. 3 INVERSE RE».'I:TTING VELOCIIi
vs T2 - 4Tillb

WITH FLOW AND COOLANT
TEMPERATURE AS PARAMETERS

values. This ie illustrated in Fig. 3
where the inverse revetting velocity is
plotted against the difference between the
wall temperature a short distance down-
stream of the revetting front (four sec-
onds before quench) and the local coolant
subcooling based on a steady-state
calculation.

For rewetting velocities typical of flood-
ing, the second term on the left-hand pide
of Eq. 4 can be neglected and a relation-
ship in the form of Eq. 5 should predict
the rewfttting rate during flooding. The
expression

Oc'T. - (600 +

x 1U6
(6)

correlates the experimental data reported
in Ret. 8. The value of T2 is the mean of
the temperature of the first thermc :ouple
when it quenches, the second thermocouple
when the first quenches, and the second
when it quenches. This was the approach
adooted in Refs. 12 and 13.

DISCUSSION , -

The thesis of the paper is that rewetting
for conditions of interest in nuclear
reactors is an axial-conduction—controlled
phenomenon and hence rewetting by a fal-
ling liquid £ilic, during recovery from
Jryout, and during flooding can be
explained on a common basis'. •..,

Support for a commons-basis explanation
apart froia the arguments already presented
is the experimental result obtained under
both falling-.li-quid-£iim conditions -(12.,
13] and flooding conditions .[15] .that..: : .
Zircaloy rewets at twice the rats1 of -•.•-.
stainles= steel. The conduction analysis
shows '.hat rewetting vote is inversely
proportional to volumetric he&t capacity
and oc of Zircaloy is approximately half
that, of stairless steel.

Duffey and Portnouse [4] argue that a oue-
dinietislonal approach is sufficient at 'sim-
ultaneous lou mass flows and low pressure.
However it appears from Fig. 5 of thti_
paper that all available data are better
correlated in terms n{ the two-dimensional
solution, and this is what is expected,
tram ths numerical solution [5] or from,
the analytical work of Blsir [14].

In the same paper, Duffey ami J?orthou9e -v

suggest that at- atmospheric piesdure the
heat flux on the wet-side Is a function of
mass flow. Certainly the quench tempei-a-
tare or knee in Line temperature-time-trace
is a funrtion of mass flow, but our flood-
ing results (Fig. 3} suggest that mass
flow does not affect wet-side heat-trans-
fer _as data J5btained_at four different" . _
flow rates from six different radiai^loca-
tions fall on the same curve of 1/y vs.
(Tz-ATSU(,). Other researchers have foundi ,
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an effect of flow on rewettlng rate by a
falling liquid film at atmospheric pres-
sure [6,10,3,11] which does not exist at
high pressure [9,12,13]. It is suggested
that the mass flow affects preeooling
raeher than wet-rside heat transfer at
atmosphsric pressure.

It,is argued that the sputtering tempera-
ture: during flooding la related to the
change from film to transition boiling and
that It increases with decreasing coolant
temperature. Dradfield [18] and Witte et
al. [19] observed in free-convection
quenching experiments n shift in the tran-
sition boiling curve to higher wall super-
heats with Increasing subooling. These
results lend support to our argument.

Little information exists in the litera-
ture on recovery from dryout. Some
researchers [20] have concluded on the
basis of transition boiling experiments
that a Leidenftost phenomenon does not
occur In forced convection flow. Others
[21] have ncted during transient critical
heat flux tests that a rod heated about
one hundred degrees Kelvin above satura-
tion readily rewets. this is Lo be
expected as tne sputtering temperature is
o£ this order, however it cannot be stated
a priori that hotter rods readily rewet
and indeed experimental evidence [12,13]
suggests this is not the case.

CONCLUSIONS

A correlation in the form of the approxi-
mate dtial/tical solution of the governing
Lwo-dlmensional energy equation appears
useful for predicting the rate of rewet-
uitig a 'lot surface. A correlation neglec-
ting w?ll thickness, thermal conductivity,
rod diameter, heat generation rate, and
coolant flow rate should be valid for mort
conditions 'of interest in nuclear reactors.
The effect of coolant pressure can be
accounted for through the sputtering
temperature.

The correlation
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pc(Tc- V
1.34 x 10'

(5)

is,, suggested for predicting cowectlng raK(.s
when the pressure is greater than
Qr345 KS/m£ such as liquid-film-rewettlng
during sp-cay emergency cooling, or- re«et-
ting during Recovery from dryout.

At'pressure's Jess than 0.34S MN/mZl typical
of flooding^situations the correlat ion

V *
(6)

is suggested.1
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